
                                                                                                                                                                  

Small cruise ships and security fences in Rostock city 

harbour?   

- A comment on the Rostockean approach - 

Rostock's history and prosperity are closely connected with shipping and the city harbour. The city 

harbour and adjacent areas will regain a stronger influence on both, the cityscape and life in Rostock, 

in the future. There has been an informal consensus after 1991 to open up the city harbour and the 

banks of the Warnow River banks for the people of Rostock and their guests in a modern way. 

 Image 1; Rostock, Three Kings‘ altar, ca. 1425   

Rostock has been reopening to its river, the Warnow, from all directions and with a balanced and 

sustainable mix of functions after 1991. The time to separate the city centre and the public 

awareness of the city's inhabitants spatially and functionally from the city harbour had been over 

since 1991. In the meantime, Rostock has been consolidated. The latest challenge is to expand the 

"heart of the city", to develop an inviting space for port business, tourism, urban commerce, living 

and leisure; the BUGA2025 (www.buga25-rostock.de) is the current milestone in this respect.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.buga25-rostock.de/


                                                                                                                                                                  

 

A first visualization of  the historic city harbor  is to be redesigned. Rostock's new theater is to be 

built just a few minutes' walk away. This extraordinary urban renewal and development  process 

could already be attractive to foreign visitors from around 2025. 

In the 1990s, the easiest way would have been to radically clean up the area with exclusive and 

spectacular real estate projects from private hands and turn the area into a place "exclusive and chic 

for everyone" for a solvent clientele. Instead, it has been consensus from the beginning that common 

interest should overrule individual interests even in this extremely potential-rich city harbour and the 

banks of the Unter-warnow, which could have been a promise of "fast money", and that the 

development should be implemented cautiously and strategically. 



                                                                                                                                                                  

 

Image 2;  Rostock, City Harbour 1991: The city port is used here for bulk cargo handling, and there is 

still a long way to go before it becomes a promenade and maritime traffic appropriate to its city 

centre location. Everybody is talking about the London Docklands. The international trends point to 

tertiarisation and gentrification, the contemporary trend to neo-liberal egotism. So, how can the 

potentials for working, living, education, leisure, tourism, utilities and transport be optimally taken up 

in the interest of the traditional urban public in Rostock? 

After the Regiopole Rostock had to meet essential catch-up needs and growth requirements until 

about 2015, Rostock is now preparing its quantum leap towards qualitative growth. The Regiopole 

Rostock has stabilized with a catchment area of 500,000 inhabitants + X. The historical city centre has 

become much too small to remain the main centre that hosts all necessary functions and people. 

Meanwhile, the city centre has been redeveloped, condensed and reshaped. In the long term, the 

inner focus of the polycentric city and its catchment area will therefore be gradually expanded. The 

"urban development strategy of the new city centre" around the southern Unterwarnow – often 

referred to as the development of a "Rostock oval" - bundles this consensus of objectives achieved 

around 2015. In Rostock, the particular challenge is to maintain commercial shipping traffic as an 

anchor function for maintaining the port status even in the city harbour area. The planning and 

funding law status of the harbour demands its economic use. Sailing and motor yachts plus marina 

flair combined with the Hanse Sail is not enough here.  

 



                                                                                                                                                                  

Aiming at structuring this development, Rostock has clearly and formally decided, especially when 

deciding to develop a "Maritime Mile", to preserve and promote maritime flair in the city harbour 

and to make it an everyday experience. But how can related subsidies and international expertise be 

obtained? This is where the EU Interreg projects JOHANN and JOHANNA get involved 

(www.smallships.eu; http://johanna.website/). Only shipping traffic operated by the economy itself 

justifies the commitment generously made by the EU as well as the federal, state and city govern-

ments and investors over three decades. All the preparatory work for a suitable technical infrastruc-

ture has now been completed and the shipping industry is taking over the key player role. Private 

business requires optimum infrastructure; the new and tough business with small cruise ships, mega 

yachts and economically operated large sailing vessels requires tailor-made infrastructure with top 

class unique selling propositions.  

The Hanse Sail has supported this development from the very beginning, but can only induce 

shipping traffic a few days a year and contribute to the maritime flair in the city harbour. After 3 

years of research and development the networkers of the EU-project agree: Small cruise ships of 

100m length and up to 5m draught, comparable mega-yachts and tall sailing ships of private 

operators hold this existing economic potential which is eligible for funding and for which there is 

also a private economy engagement in the Baltic Sea region. It is mainly US-American players who 

have to be approached by key persons in the right place at the right time. This is best achieved in an 

international network. The Interreg network colleagues are thinking of particularly good growth 

opportunities for a segment of high quality tourism as well as of special shipbuilding.  Small cruise 

ships are far from being as self-sufficient and dominant as large luxury liners; they demand more 

local services at berth. Rostock was able to gain experiences with mass tourism and large cruise ships 

in Warnemünde, experiences and contacts small cruise ships market are being worked hard on. 

 

Image 3; Stockholm (S), City Centre: Rostock’s historical city centre has similar height proportions. 

Passengers of the MS "Orion" can reach the city centre with a few steps. This small cruise liner can 

accommodate up to 90 passengers. In the future, large cruise ships could continue to dock in 

http://www.smallships.eu/


                                                                                                                                                                  

Warnemünde and small cruise ships in the city harbour. Small, exclusive cruise ships should not be 

given a less exclusive berth in the shadow of large cruise ships comparable to high-rise buildings, but 

they should also not be allocated a berth in a large inner-city parking area.  

Rostock has particularly benefited the booming cruise business from the late 1990s on.  However, 

the corona has made very clear that it is time to think, even to diversify. The complementary 

advantages of building and operating small modern cruise ships are obvious. 

 

Image 4; Lübeck Inner City Harbour 2016: The MS "Orion" is a modern small cruise liner which all 

historic city ports in the Baltic Sea region are happy to welcome. It is operated by National 

Geographics in cooperation with Oattravel Ltd. One day on board costs tourists around 1000 €. But in 

return the berth is expected to be very attractive. 

Everybody benefits from the technical infrastructure for small cruise ships, mega yachts, tourist tall 

ships and special ships, which has been created in Rostock over more than 30 years; be it walkers, 

the restaurant and club visitors, sailors, motor boat drivers or stand-up paddlers etc. The dredging of 

the muddy fairway of the 2018-19 was carried out thanks to generous public subsidies. Now, small 

cruise ships, for example, can safely dock in the city harbour again.  A positive side effect is that 

mega-yachts and tall sailing ships with a draught of up to 5m can now call at the city harbour again. 

 



                                                                                                                                                                  

Image 5: Rostock 2019: Dredging works remove the greatest obstacles for ships; the river had not 

been dredged over years, thus, becoming impassable 

The number of small e.g. cruise ships that could visit Rostock’s city harbor  is limited mainly because 

of the small amount of small cruise ships. These ships can choose between the (few) already attract-

tive city ports; they are nevertheless welcome everywhere. Still, they too often dock in the shadow of 

the big cruise ships. 

On the use of security fences in the city harbour: 

- From experiment and balancing act to trend reversal … 

City harbours differ from industrial or ferry ports today, among other things, in that they must 

guarantee ship safety but also allow public access. To make it easier to manage the ambivalence 

between (city) harbour and promenade, port authorities usually close off security areas that are not 

publicly accessible, even if there are no ships. 

 

Image 6; Batumi (GE): The station „Morski Woksal“rarely dispatches speedboats to Sochi anymore. 

Many cruise ships came there at Soviet times, small sea-going river and (high) sea-going cruise ships 

built in Boizenburg among them. 

Ports cannot function without security areas or security barriers. Mobile fences in city ports have had 

the charm of construction fences so far. There was hardly someone who thought of the aesthetic 

design of construction fences 40 years ago, but over the last decades there has been an increasing 

trend to even turn construction fences and scaffolding into temporary works of art. The same trend 

can be seen in concrete fencing blocks - colloquially known as "harbour pigs" - which can be techni-

cal, created without esprit, or fulfil their function as everyday art works and additionally contribute 

to the local colour. The Interreg project team is aware of this and is starting to set new standards for 



                                                                                                                                                                  

security fences in the inner city port areas of Wismar, Saßnitz and Rostock. The goal is clear: security 

fences used port areas should no longer remain without any design requirements and sensitivity. 

Also, the commonly held view that rental fences are a cheap item on the overall bill was to be 

practically reviewed.  According to the project team at the end of 2019, rented fences are often more 

expensive for municipalities in the long term than subsidized municipal property and partially 

purchased fence elements.    

Since the 1970s, city ports have been losing their port function with intensive shipping traffic. City 

ports therefore offer the chance to be transformed into (temporarily) highly attractive public spaces.  

Since the Corona crisis at the latest, every child knows: public spaces have to offer high functional 

and design qualities to make people feel comfortable, fresh air and "concrete composite grey" are 

not enough!  Public spaces in historic city harbour areas - for large parts and periods of time in public 

leisure use and function – need to have a very high quality of stay and design. In addition, they 

should also be attractive for the demanding tourists of small cruise ships, and become the "tip of the 

scales" in the tough competition for ship calls. For the large cruise ships, palaces are already being 

built everywhere following the tradition of "Morski Woksal" and airport terminals. Considering this, 

at least the budget for solid fences must be available for small cruise ship tourists! Furthermore, the 

social-psychological rule applies everywhere: objects that are distinguished by an exquisite choice of 

materials, good design and optimal functionality are more likely to be valued, visited, used and not 

damaged than makeshift solutions without esprit.   

Benchmarking (comparison) is on everyone's lips, the project team was given the opportunity with 

the EU grants and therefore, on the mission “ISPS Fence”, looked around in Mecklenburg-Vorpom-

mern (NE Germany), Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Poland. 

 

Image 7; Wismar City Harbour, Passenger Quay: Thanks to generous EU infrastructure grants, 

Wismar has been able to heavily invest in its extendable safety fence system. The fence panels can be 

as quickly pulled apart as pushed together when quay areas can be made accessible to the public 

again  



                                                                                                                                                                  

 

Image 8; Karlmar (S): The berth for cruise ships in Kalmar (S) is actually only five minutes away from 

the historical city centre. Can the welcome culture for exclusive cruise tourists be expressed with the 

cheapest building fences? 

 

Image 9; Aarhus (DK): The entire harbor mile was redesigned to be the most modern here, too. But 

there was no attention left for fence design. 

 



                                                                                                                                                                  

 

Image 10: Arendahl (NO): The mobile safety fence was put up right before the ship arrived, and will 

be dismantled again afterwards at the shipbrokers’ expense. 

 

Image 11; Rostock 2017: Rostock river cruise ships are parked in the city harbour. Leased construction 

fencing was the cheapest solution to ensure safety for the new ships.  Does a building fence belong in 

the future parlour of Rostock?  

Although Rostock has decided in favour of commercial shipping traffic in the city harbour since 1991 

and does not have any permanently closed port economic zones in the city harbour, yet, Rostock is 

earning great recognition for this dual strategy, not only among experts. The area for somewhat 

deeper ships was no longer accessible for many years until 2019 in Rostock - i.e. until the dredging of 



                                                                                                                                                                  

the City Port was completed. Now the fairway is in good nautical order again, but the charm of a 

parking area still dominates onshore. Consequently, for the time being, every cruise planner will still 

decide in favour of e.g. Lübeck, Wismar or Saßnitz. Due to this, Rostock can be expected to have at 

best 1 or 2 starts per year for the time being. The attractiveness and, thus, competitiveness of 

Rostock's city harbour as a port of call for small cruise ships shall be changed, among other things, by 

the BUGA2025 measures. But even the Hanse Sail or bad weather could be reasons for an unplanned 

call of a small cruise ship already in 2021 or 2022.  Then ISPS-certified fences (ISPS: bundle of 

measures to increase the security of ships and port facilities for ships sailing abroad) have to be 

available. Consequently, it is not worth investing in a permanently installed and excellently designed 

folding fence system, as was the case in Wismar. 

 

Image 12; The Wismar ISPS fence in the cruise ship terminal: too expensive for Rostock's needs, there 

will be far fewer ship calls in Rostock city harbour than in Wismar. Valuable city harbour space the 

size of a kiosk is permanently lost with the expensive Wismar folding solution. 

The number of small cruise ships that will visit the Rostock city harbour is very limited. These ships 

have alternative opportunities, they are welcome everywhere. Since the city harbour, on the one 

hand, is dressed up as Rostock's parlour and, on the other hand, fence rental companies cannot offer 

ISPS-certified fences beyond martial barriers or in construction fence quality, Rostock was allowed to 

purchase its own fence system in 2019 from EU project funds. Experiences need to be generated. Are 

high-quality security fences a unique selling point, even a competitive advantage? Standards in terms 

of design and durability have already been set elsewhere: both by Saßnitz and Stettin, and by the 

existing fence system in the Rostock redevelopment area. 



                                                                                                                                                                  

 

Image 13; Saßnitz: Stainless steel railings and stainless steel mesh make the access to the port inviting 

thanks to the elegant bridge. The bridge architects advised Rostock in the planning of its pedestrian 

bridge that shall cross the river Warnow. 

It was a matter of course to use stainless steel and meshes made of stainless steel in the Rostock 

redevelopment area, be it in front of the Kröpeliner-Tor shopping centre or the Petripark in the 

Petriviertel. Therefore, this standard should be taken up for Rostock’s city harbour, but - economic 

aspects should be appropriately taken into account - without promising design art.  



                                                                                                                                                                  

 

Image 14: Rostock: Stainless steel railings and stainless steel meshes in front of the shopping mall 

Kröpeliner-Tor-Einkaufszentrum 

 

Image 15; Rostock, River Bank Warnowufer: Stainless steel railings and stainless steel meshes in the 

district Petriviertel / Warnowpark 



                                                                                                                                                                  

The international ISPS regulations allow a reciprocal relationship between fence height and mesh 

density on the one hand and the effort required for security staff on the other. The more security 

personnel, the less fence. Security personnel is very expensive in Germany. A group of volunteers in 

historical costumes representing the welcome committee and security personnel will hardly be found 

in Rostock. So the decision to use a fence was taken instead. And, to avoid any doubt or avoidable 

discussion: The Mecklenburg-Vorpommern ISPS security standard led to the Rostock solution being 

specified by the responsible ministry: 2 m high! 

The EU-wide tender for the mobile ISPS fence was won by a fence construction company from 

Rostock. They arranged a weaving of the stainless steel mesh in Vietnam and having the rest 

manufactured in Switzerland. Thus, Rostock’s citizens are living with a compromise right now that 

could be further optimized in the future, e.g. by using additional, lower elements of a BUGA2025 

stainless steel fence system. Fence fields which the city does not have to refinance by means of fees 

for a temporary ISPS area reduce the costs which tour operators with small cruise ships have to pay 

to the port authority. A small competitive advantage was achieved in favour of Rostock. And the 

Rostock winner of the EU-wide tender has already proven its fencing expertise if a decision is made 

to purchase smaller fence elements 

 

Image 14: Rostock City Harbour: the 2x2m fence panels were delivered on time and of high quality 

 



                                                                                                                                                                  

 

Image 15: Rostock, Storage facilities of the Port and Seaman's Office in the city harbour: the new 

fence fields are stored dryly and safely. They can easily be carried by a fence builder, otherwise they 

are effectively transported by a forklift on precisely fitting racks. 

The Rostock fence elements are safely stored in the storage facilities of the Port and Maritime 

Authority. They are available for all municipal uses, especially for the promotion of tourism, i.e. also 

for sports or cultural events or for BUGA2025 purposes. Only when small cruise ships, mega-yachts 

or large sailing ships with ISPS requirements visit the city harbour, the use as ISPS security fence has 

priority.  

After this stage has been taken by the Interreg project team, it is now necessary to elaborate 

investment-related proposals for the design of the berth for small cruise ships near the crane bridge 

in Rostock. One thing is already clear: As seldom as the area has to be cordoned off for ship safety 

reasons, it must be attractive for the predominant leisure uses in Rostock. A first step was taken by 

the space pioneers of the bar "Rost-Dock" (https://rost-dock.de/). Further steps must follow. It 

should not be long before temporary interim solutions are found to upgrade this public space. 



                                                                                                                                                                  

 

Image 16: Elblag (PL): This design variant of the public space at the quay in the city harbour does not 

cost much, is a temporary investment and could – if applied in Rostock – already draw attention to 

the BUGA2025. 

Thus, the project topic portfolio also includes the training of allrounders in the harbor area. Ports are 

under the control of port experts. These have to obey different rules and have different skills than, 

for example, landscape architects or event managers. Similar to the new job profiles of neighbor-

hood managers or city managers, graduates of the "port area development manager" course should 

be able to solve complex development problems of city ports across departments in the future. 

Perhaps such a graduate will soon be able to take care of a Rostock showpiece, without a lot of water 

flowing down the Warnow? 

Andreas Schubert and Gunnar Platz  

 

Photo credits: all photos Hanseatic and University City Rostock, exceptional photo 3, courtesy of: 

https://grandcirclecorporation.zenfolio.com/mv-clio_ship/heac156c3#heac156c3 

 

 


